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How many children did 

Queen Victoria and 
Prince Albert have?  

Research about them. 

Research the invention 
of the railway in 

Victorian times.   How 
did this change the lives 

of many Victorian 
people? 

 
 

Find out what 
lessons Victorian 

children did at 
school.  Compare it 
to the lessons you 

do and write about 
the similarities and 

differences. 

Research the 
Crystal Palace.  Why was 
it built and what was it 

used for? 

Bake a Victorian 
sponge cake!  

Research why it was 
called this! 

 

What sort of clothes did 
Victorians wear?   Were 
these the same for poor 
people and rich people?  

Draw pictures of both 
with explanations. 

Use this link to make a 
 Victorian Toy! 

https://downloads.bbc.
co.uk/history/handson
history/victorians_gam

es.pdf 
 

Learn the song 
“Oranges and Lemons” 

and find out what it 
means. 

Write instructions 
of how to play 
HOPSCOTCH ! 

 
 

Invent a game that 
Victorian children could 

have played in the 
Playground.  Or invent a 
board game, based on 

facts about the Victorian 
period.  

 

Watch the film 
Oliver! which was set 
in Victorian London. 

Create a piece of 
writing or drawing 
based on the film. 

 

Design a Poster to ban 
children having to work 

in Victorian times! 
 

Over this half term, these are activities that you can complete 
if you are self-isolating, home learning or just want to do 

something extra.  
Please choose one to complete as your Victorian Creative 
Homework for this half term.  We will show these in class 

during week commencing 16th October. 

As part of our Science 
Topic on Earth and 

Space, research why 
some people think that 

structures such as 
Stonehenge might have 

been used as 
astronomical clocks. 

Keep a sky at night 
journal for a whole 

week. Draw a 
picture of the moon 
every night. Does it 

change over the 
course of the week? 

Play Maths games on 
Mathsframe 

 
https://mathsframe.co.uk/ 

User: Broadbent 
Login: Maths123 
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